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1. INTRODUCTION 
In terms of the generalized hypergeometric function 
ii (%)n x” 
JJQ [;: ;:::; ;;1; x]= z. z 2 ’ ,n 
j=l 
where 
r(h + 4 
Gvn = r(h) =h(h+l)(h+2)~~*(h+n-l),n~1,(h),=1; 
the writer [ 1 I] has recently proved the generating function 
(1) 
f (” + (bn+ l) “) ..lF,,l [ 1 + a +-*n”: 
Tl=O 
;; ;:- ; I;:; x] t” 
(1 + v)“+l q I-.-, ap; 
(2) 
= 1 -bv pFa fll,...,&s,; [ -xv ’ I 
where v is a function of t defined by 
v = t( 1 + v)b+l, v(0) = 0, (3) 
p, q are nonnegative integers, the U’S and a, b take on general values, real 
or complex, and 
,8j # 0, -1, -2,...; j = 1, 2 )..., q. (4) 
* Notices Amer. Math. Sot. 16 (1969), p. 975, Abstract 69T-B198. This work was 
supported in part by the National Research Council of Canada under Grant A7353. 
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The existence of (2) was suggested by an interesting observation of 
Carlitz [4] h p w o roved that the Laguerre polynomial L(na+bn)(~), where 
satisfies a generating function in the form 
f Lt+bn)(.r) tn = (’ TT)bail exp(- XV), 
11 =o 
where v is given by (3) and a, b are arbitrary complex numbers. Note also that 
for 6 = 0 and b = - 1 the formula (2) yields Chaundy’s results (25) and (27) 
in [5, p. 621 and that when b = -$, it reduces to the generating function (7) 
p. 264 of Brown’s recent paper [3]. Besides, when p - 1 = 4 = 0 it would 
readily lead us to the generalizations of several results of Feldheim [6] 
involving the Jacobi polynomial 
p~Jyx) = f (” ; “) (; $_ ;) (+y (F)“. 
(7) 
k=O 
The derivation of (2) by the principle of multidimensional mathematical 
induction would make use of certain operational techniques illustrated, for 
instance, in the writer’s paper [IO]. On the other hand, a direct proof, 
detailed in [ Ill, depends upon the elegant result 
(1 + vjafl 
, _ bv = If0 (” + f+ ‘q tn9 (8) 
which follows fairly easily from Lagrange’s expansion formula [8, Vol. I, 
p. 126, ex. 2121. 
The writer is indebted greatly to Professor L. Carl& who, in a private 
communication, suggests that following the method of proof of the formula (2) 
based on (8) one may readily obtain its straightforward generalization in the 
form 
= (1 + Zl)a+r f (- XV)” 
1 - bv k=OCk K! ’ 
(9) 
where the C~ are arbitrary constants and w is defined by (3). 
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Evidently, (9) would reduce to our formula (2) when we set 
fi Caj)k 
i=l 
f$=------, 
jj (h)k 
(10) 
for K = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
The object of the present note is to show that the formula (9) admits 
itself of a further extension given by+ 
= (1 + v)a+l f ck I(- lPX~mlk 
1 - bv k-0 k! ’ 
where nz is an arbitrary positive integer, and, as before, the ck are arbitrary 
constants and v is defined by (3). 
2. PROOF OF THE GENERATING RELATION (11) 
Since 
(- n)k = \;l)‘“k;l! , 0 < k < n, 
it follows that 
f (” + cbn+ ‘1”) p ‘x1 (1 (-u’);fk~j,k $ 
?I=0 
= .fo p [gl (- l)rnk (” + lb + 1) “) g 
n - mk 
= go (- 1),k ““,“p” f (” + lb + ‘1 “,” + cb + ‘) “) tn 
. n=o 
= go (- I)& Ck;:mk c1 + ;,‘;‘*‘+’ , 
by virtue of the relation (8), and we at once arrive at the formula (11). 
+ For a generalization of formula (11) involving polynomial systems in several complex 
variables, one may refer to the writer’s subsequent work [Proc. Nut. Acud. Sci. U.S.A. 
67 (1970), 1079-1080; etc.]. 
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3. PARTICULAR CASES 
When the ck are assigned the special values given by (lo), an appeal to the 
definition (1) and the Gaussian multiplication theorem 
(qmk = ?n’“k fi (h +g- l ), , (m = 1,2, 3 ,...; k = 0, 1, 2 ).,. ), 
j=l 
will reduce our formula (11) to the hypergeometric form 
= (1 + vP+l 
1 - bv 
.F, [; ;::I; ;;; (- 1)” -“‘I , 
where, for convenience, d(m; A) is taken to abbreviate the sequence of m 
parameters 
h x+1 A+??-1 
-3 - ,..., m > 1. m m m ’ 
The formula (12), which corresponds to our result (2) when m = 1, 
would readily yield generating functions of a class of generalized hyper- 
geometric polynomials in x. In particular, when a = v - 1, b = 0, p is 
replaced by p + m, x byf(x), and 
%+j = 
v+j-1 
m ’ 
j== I,2 ,..*7 m, 
we obtain 
which follows also from our earlier formula (3.10) p. 68 in [9, $31. 
The special case of (13) w h en m = 1 leads us substantially to the formula 
(25) p. 62 of Chaundy IS]. Form = 2 it was proved by Brafman [l, p. 947, 
formula (24)] whose relatively recent result (55), p. 187 in [2] is essentially 
the same as the generating relation (13) above. 
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It may be worthwhile to remark that by a simple analysis we can deduce 
from (13) a divergent generating function for the generalized Hermite poly- 
nomials of Gould and Hopper [7, p. 581, viz. 
(14) 
in the elegant form 
)g;(x, h) tn = (1 - xt)-” mFo [+;,i (&)” . h] , 
and since 
.g,2(2& - 1) = K(x), (16) 
the formula (15) reduces to Brafman’s generating function [l, p. 9481 
H,(x) tn = (I - 2xt)-” zFo [’ “’ a ’ +Ji 
I 
- (1 y2xa] 
(17) 
for the ordinary Hermite polynomials. 
Finally, for the Gegenbauer (or ultraspherical) polynomial defined by 
(cf., e.g., [12], p. 82) 
(1 - 2xt + ty = f C;(x)t”, (18) 
fl=O 
it is easy to show that 
and therefore the special case of formula (13) when 
p=q--l=o, m = 2, f(x) = 7, 
gives us the well-known generating function 
C;+*(x) tn = (1 - xt)-“,F, S”, *v + 4; (x2 - 1) t2 
cd + 1; (1 - xqa 1 , (20) 
also due to Brafman [I, p. 9451. 
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